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ABSTRACT
This paper outlines a requirements-analysis process that unites task models, scenarios, and critical parameters to exploit and generate reusable knowledge at the requirements phase. Through the deployment of a critical-parameter-based approach to task modeling, the process yields the establishment of an integrative and formalized model issued from scenarios that can be used for requirements characterization. Furthermore, not only can this entity serve as interface to a knowledge repository relying on a critical-parameter-based taxonomy to support reuse but its characterization in terms of critical parameters also allows the model to constitute a broader reuse solution. We discuss our vision for a user-centric and reuse-centric approach to requirements analysis, present previous efforts implicated with this line of work, and state the revisions brought to extend the reuse potential and effectiveness of a previous iteration of a requirements tool implementing such process. Finally, the paper describes the sequence and nature of the activities involved with the conduct of our proposed requirements-analysis technique, concluding by previewing ongoing work in the field that will explore the feasibility for designers to use our approach.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Extensive surveys and literature corpus have identified the costly nature of lack of user involvement as well as the pervasiveness of errors in requirements specifications in the development of software projects [21],[6]. On one hand, the economical constraints associated with most ventures and the viscosity associated with managerial decisions both restrain user involvement [24], [15]. On the other hand, the attainment of requirements which capture users’ real needs is a difficult assignment for designers to undertake, as requirements do not emerge naturally [2]. Because project failure results in tremendous costs, time, and effort, there is a crucial need for the establishment of a requirements-analysis infrastructure that promotes user involvement and ensures requirements veracity at low expenditures.

2. AN INTEGRATIVE APPROACH TO REQUIREMENTS ANALYSIS
To address the key attributes of user involvement, requirements quality, and low costs, we advocate the integration of alternative yet complementary techniques to engineering requirements. The process we are proposing is an integration of scenario-based design, task modeling, and critical parameters.

User-centric Approach to Quality Requirements
A reliance on user-centric approaches such as scenario-based design offers both the flexibility and accessibility needed for attaining stakeholders’ involvement at minimal expenditure [20]. However, although scenario-based design has been acclaimed by many, it still presents limitations, such as recurrent bias and potential lack of coverage, which hinder its self-sufficiency as a preferred method for engineering requirements [5]. To mitigate these downsides, we recommend pairing the practice with a formal method such as hierarchical task analysis [1]. Through an explicit enumeration of the low-level tasks and activities a user can perform with a system, the resulting task models formalize and disambiguate users’ tasks narrated in scenarios, addressing scenario bias, ensuring proper coverage, and leveraging an in-depth understanding of a usage situation. Finally, establishing formal metrics early in the design process, using a technique like critical parameters, enables designers to capture design objectives through a characterization of tasks, as the success or failure of software projects lay within the degree to which the targeted parameter values are reached [17]. An integrative requirements-analysis approach issued from scenario-based design, task
modeling, and critical parameters shows potential to capitalize on the benefits of each individual methodology.

**Reuse-centric Approach to Quality Requirements**

Knowledge reuse is a key driver of quality at minimal resource expenditure. In fact, numerous accounts of the reuse potential upon increased productivity, reduced costs, and improved quality can be found in literature [13][14][10]. Although reuse payoffs can be maximized through an early introduction in the development cycle [22], minimal attention has been devoted to the building of supporting requirements reuse infrastructures and no real progress has been made [9]. A reliance on scenario-based design facilitates knowledge reuse through the generation of design claims. These reusable knowledge components explicitly formulate the upsides and downsides associated with the usage of a design feature. Previous endeavors have shown that critical parameters can provide an effective nomenclature for knowledge reuse indexing [7]. Unfortunately, scenario-based design does not offer sufficient built-in and explicit techniques needed for capturing the desirable critical-parameter levels, and consequently does not alone offer a systematic reuse mechanism. When conducting a hierarchical task analysis, designers systematically decompose the activity into basic tasks involved in a system interaction. Because the tasks and resulting subtasks objectives can be characterized in terms of critical parameters, the use of task models can bridge the gap between scenarios and critical parameters and reinforce the acquisition of taxonomic levels, decisive steps toward systematic and effective claims reuse [8]. However, task models should not be regarded solely as a reuse mediator. In fact, because tasks present some degree of independence with respect to application domains, they also constitute a shared body of knowledge that can be core to a reuse solution which can rely on a critical-parameter-based taxonomic scheme [25]. An integrative requirements-analysis approach issued from scenario-based design, task modeling, and critical parameters shows potential in addressing the dire need for an effective requirements reuse solution.

### 3. ESTABLISHMENT OF AN INFRASTRUCTURE

Prior to the establishment of a generic reuse infrastructure for requirements analysis, our first challenge was to identify a design space and knowledge storage approach. The increase of multitasking activity and pervasive thirst for digital information has led to the emergence of the domain of notification systems. Immerged into divided-attention environments, this class of systems aims at disseminating information effectively without introducing unwanted interruption to a primary task. The domain of notification systems exhibits valuable attributes for the purpose of our work because of the clearly identified and recognized critical parameters—Interruption, Reaction, and Comprehension (IRC)—which characterize the design space [12], the sensitivity upon the success of such systems to desirable critical-parameter specifications, and the auxiliary development infrastructures the framework already offers. Finally, because of the nature of this genre of software agent, it is possible to assimilate the objective of an entire system to the objective of their supported notification task.

**A Computer-aided Design Tool Suite**

The LINK-UP system is a tool suite aimed at providing structure and support to the design of notification systems [3]. Constituted of five primary modules—requirements tool, claims repository, negotiation tool, analytical tool, and empirical testing—the suite exhibits a development cycle compatible with scenario-based design. The work presented here focuses on the requirements tool and claims repository. Prior efforts have led to the development of the claims library [19], [7]. Within the database, the claim structure consists of a number of design attributes (i.e. title, description, upsides, downsides, design issues, associated scenario, artifact, IRC value) while the classification method relies on generalized tasks, generic tasks, and IRC value [23].

**Critical-parameter-based Task Models**

To aid with the formulation of critical-parameter levels in the design of interactive systems and bridge the abstraction gap between scenarios and critical-parameters, Montabert et al. introduced a critical-parameter-based approach to task modeling. Because a high-level task confines a user interaction, it can be decomposed in terms of stages of action [18]. As Sutcliffe’s generic tasks describe simple unit procedures that are carried out to accomplish a single goal as well as offer the same granularity level than Norman’s stages of action, these basic tasks can subsequently be used to characterize the cognitive and/or physical activity that occurs at each stage [23]. Finally, while critical parameters encompass the criteria for success of an interaction, these levels may not be persistent throughout each of the six stages of action constituting the activity but may rather translate into a particular sequence of critical-parameter objectives. This task modeling technique entails a systematic hierarchic decomposition of tasks into stages of action constituents along with a simultaneous decomposition of their critical-parameter characterizations [16].

**Task-model Approach to Requirements Reuse**

Because claims describe the key features of an activity, associating claims to each stage of action enables the hierarchic task model to embody the task requirements. Montabert et al. introduced the implementation of a procedure for requirements reuse via critical-parameter-based task modeling and claims reuse. Through the selection of a generic task-model template exhibiting adequate sequence of critical-parameter objectives with
respect to the targeted task, designers customize each level of the hierarchic model to accurately represent the desirable task, not only making of this model a formalization of requirements but also a reuse mediator. In fact, the structure associated with the constitution of such task model provides assistance to designers for the capture of the taxonomic attributes involved in claims search, fueling the extraction of relevant claims from the library. Results from a prior study unveiled some deficiencies but confirmed the ability for novice designers to successfully conduct a requirements-analysis process centered on task modeling and critical parameters, as well as obtain relevant information from the claims library [16].

4. REQUIREMENTS TOOL REFINEMENTS

During a six-month period, the requirements tool went through an iterative refinement process based on a rapid-prototyping approach paired with informal cognitive walkthroughs and heuristic evaluations, which lead to the identification of additional difficulties and entailed modifications to the requirements process. 

Implementation of a Design-for-Reuse Mechanism

Although the first iteration of our infrastructure followed a design-by-reuse approach through the reuse of generalized task-model templates, recommended claims-sets, and claims, it is necessary for the requirements tool to implement an additional and intertwined design-for-reuse strategy for the reuse solution to be viable. The first facet in the implementation of a design-for-reuse strategy is the realization of a template creation process. In fact, for the tool to grow effectively and attain self-sufficiency, designers have the ability to extend the amount of available task-model templates by generating new ones. The second facet is the preservation of task models issued from generalized templates. In fact, to create a task model that depicts precisely the breakdown of the critical-parameter objectives per stage of action, applicable subtasks, and related claims for the project, designers customize preset templates. To capitalize on these efforts, these specified attributes and associated claims-sets become permanently associated with the instantiated task model to form a packet of design knowledge available for reuse in subsequent projects. Allowing designers to reuse preset templates and instantiated task models issued from previous projects not only leverages validity and increases the reuse potential of the tool as an additional level of ready-at-hand customizable reuse entity becomes available but also contributes to creating reusable components that populate the knowledge repository. The implementation of such mechanism makes the reuser-centered infrastructure autonomous; addressing the design-by-reuse design-for-reuse paradigm—key to reuse success.

Integration of Task-model dependant stage-of-action-level Critical-parameter Levels

Because the recommended stage-of-action-level (SOA-level) critical-parameter values are associated to task-model templates which characterize the ideal system-level IRC values of a notification class, for these suggested values to be an accurate reflection of the system-level IRC breakdown per stage of action for an instantiated task model which may reflect a different high-level notification objective within such notification class, an algorithm had to be implemented. Such algorithm takes a fractional values of the recommended SOA-level IRC associated with the task-model template based on the percentage difference between the ideal system-level IRC values characterizing the generalized template and the design model’s system-level IRC values. The implementation of such an algorithm within the requirements tool enables designers to obtain accurate critical-parameter-based search criteria for claims.

Iteration and Validation

To leverage requirements quality, validity, and foster continuous user involvement beyond the early scenario stages of the process, a revision of the requirements tool’s interface enables designers to directly bridge with the negotiation tool of the LINK-UP system [3]. By facilitating cross module communication, designers will be more likely to engage users’ participation in the process, whether for clarifying particular aspects of the behavior of the target system or ensuring stakeholders’ validation. To further enhance the quality of our proposed requirements process and its resulting artifacts, the requirements tool enables users to return to previously

Introduction of Stage-of-action Scenarios

We propose the introduction of the concept of stage-of-action scenario to describe the required nature and behavior of a task for each stage of Norman’s model of action. In fact, we observed that when writing scenarios, the majority of designers mainly refer to the occurrence of tasks within scenario descriptions instead of describing the actual nature, behavior, and constituents of such task events as well as associated impact with respect to users’ high-level objective. This negligence introduces major unspecified attributes which hinder any potential requirements elicitation and subsequent user validation, leaving these unspecified considerations up to the designers during the design phase. Overlooking such requirements may lead to the implementation of a system that does not properly captures users’ expectations, a seed for project disaster. By encouraging designers to explicitly describe tasks’ constituents in terms of subtasks within stage-of-action scenarios, we can leverage designers understanding of users’ needs, enable user validation, and promote requirements quality. Finally, these stage-of-action scenarios are associated with the stages of action of the instantiated task-model template and become available for reuse in consecutive projects.
completed stages and revise, in an iterative fashion, the work-product of each activity. Moreover, the system includes the addition of two summary pages. First, a task-model summary page displays a complete view of the instantiated task model (i.e. task-level critical-parameter levels and task-model breakdown pattern, along with selected subtasks, stage-of-action scenarios, and SOA-level critical-parameter values for each stage of action). Second, the final step of the tool displays problem and activity scenarios with the addition of a summative overview of the complete instantiated task model and associated claims for the project. The implementation of these two summary pages provides users with a comprehensive view of the work-product of each conducted activity that constitutes the process, and as such, with an opportunity for verification and validation after which designers can either proceed or revisit and revise previous stages.

5. OVERVIEW OF THE REQUIREMENTS TOOL

After having conducted the preliminary inquiries necessary for the establishment of a root concept and studied the work practices in their natural settings, designers can access the requirement tool (Figure 1). An introductory page comprehensively describes the role of requirements analysis within the development cycle of interactive systems before introducing the module’s key objectives and supported activities. The raison d’être for this page is to stress the importance of the requirements phase in software success.

The first step of the requirements tool is the formulation of problem scenarios. Crafted from user studies, problem scenarios enable designers to describe and analyze current work practices within the problem domain. The module instructs users about the format and objective of such problem scenarios. Designers specify a title for each problem scenario which characterizes actors, plot, and scope and enter a problem scenario description. Providing a title for each problem scenario enables project stakeholders to quickly index the nature of each scenario description and verify the scenario coverage. After having completed the problem scenario stage, designers move to the second step of the requirements tool, concerned with the establishment of activity scenarios. Describing users and their interaction with an envisioned system, activity scenarios enable designers to identify and extract the necessary activities that need to be supported by the target system. The module explains the format and objective of such activity scenarios after which designers can specify a title that encompasses actors, plot, and scope and enter an activity scenario description. Providing a title for each scenario enables project stakeholders to quickly index the nature of each description in order to verify the scenario coverage and adequacy.

Once the scenario phase has been completed, the tool allows for the establishment of the task-level critical-parameter values for the design model [18]. Novice designers can take advantage of an IRC Calculation Wizard to obtain the high-level notification goal of their target system. In the form of an auxiliary Flash sequence, the wizards asks designers numerous questions about the notification behavior of the intended system as well as typical users’ expectations and benefits resulting from the notification. This tool enables designers to consistently obtain accurate estimates for the system-level IRC value of the design model [3][4]. Designers experienced in notification-system design can circumvent the IRC Calculation Wizard and specify the numerical value of this attribute directly. After having established the high-level notification goal the envisioned system needs to target, designers can indicate the generalized tasks that best characterize the primary tasks commonly associated with their target system as well as specify design concern related to the environment within which the target system is intended to progress. Design concerns include visual as well as interactive characteristics.

Based on the critical-parameter class corresponding to the task-level objective captured in the form of critical-parameter levels at the previous step, the requirements tool presents designers with all the available task-model templates that depict such critical-parameter meta-task. Designers then either select the task-model template that represents the targeted critical-parameter sequence of the notification interaction for the target system or create a new one if none adequately depicts such behavior. If the creation of a new template is pursued, designers are required to first indicate the connectivity for the lower level of the task-model template by specifying the governing critical-parameter component for each stage of action based on the ideal IRC value of the notification-system class corresponding to the system-level IRC value previously established. Designers can subsequently enter a textual description of the modeled critical-parameter behavioral objective encapsulated in the template. Once the basic connectivity for the task-model template has been established, for each of Norman’s six stages of action, designers specify the applicable subtasks from the list of Sutcliffe’s generic tasks [23] along with psychological factors constituting the critical parameters using a five-point scale [4]. Based on designers’ estimates for the psychological factors associated with each stage of action, the tool calculates the recommended SOA-level critical-parameter values for the template. The newly created task-model template is committed to the knowledge repository and becomes available for reuse.

Once a generalized task-model template has been selected, the tool displays all of the task models instantiated from the chosen template during previous projects. Designers either select to reuse a previously
Figure 1: Flowchart of the requirements tool’s supported activities\(^1\) with an integrative view of Carroll’s scenario-based requirements-analysis process as well as their relationship with the knowledge repository.

1 For clarity, the iterative nature of activities was omitted.

instantiated task model if one of the multiple declinations of the single template reflects similar high-level IRC value or create a new instance directly from the template if none adequately express such targeted notification objectives. Once the task-model has been selected, the tool enables designers to indicate the subtask-model level of their task model. For each stage of action, designers select the applicable generic tasks available from the associated task-model template and provide a stage-of-action scenario accurately narrating the realization of the subtask. If designers base their work on a reused task-model instance, the tool displays the previously selected subtasks and provided stage-of-action scenarios, which enables designers to directly edit the content for each stage of action. After the extension of the task-model with this subtask-model level, the tool generates the desirable SOA-level IRC value which characterizes the notification objective of each subtask for each stage of action and displays a summary view for the project task model.

Finally, the module presents designers with recommended claims associated with a reused task model. Designers can access the Claims Reuse Library search interface, query the claims database using the generic tasks selected during the constitution of the subtask model as well as SOA-level IRC values recommended by the tool to obtain additional relevant claims, and associate the retrieved claims to the corresponding stages of action, creating an embodiment of the notification requirements for the hypothetical system. These relevant claims become associated to the stages of action of this particular task model and are stored in the knowledge repository to provide the foundation for the claims recommendation structure.

6. TOWARD USER VALIDATION

The true measure of success of this work must come from the exploration of its use by designers. In particular, we plan to target novice designers—a population that needs guidance in requirements analysis and the subsequent stages of design. Proper validation must consist of two stages: a demonstration of the feasibility of our approach, and an assessment of the benefits that can be gained from our approach.

To demonstrate the feasibility for novice designers to conduct successfully the activity of the process as well as the usability of the infrastructure, an evaluation of our requirements tool must establish and test our notions of critical-parameter-based task-modeling approach. Inexperienced candidates will allow for a genuine assessment of the difficulty associated with the task-modeling activity and self-sufficiency of the tool in communicating the concepts involved. Each participant will receive a set of generic instructions about the procedure and format of the evaluation but no training or presentation about either the requirements tool or its supported process prior to the beginning of the assessment. To obtain a genuine evaluation of the self-sufficiency of the tool for the successful conduct of the entailed activities, the participants must remain naïve with respect to the supported activities and concepts involved in the process. Designers will receive a root concept as well as a problem and activity scenario and accessed the requirements tool. During their progression through the system, participants will be asked to complete a trans-test questionnaire. After the completion of their requirements analysis, each participant must complete a post-test questionnaire. The questionnaires will assess specific aspects of the system, particularly the concepts, clarity, and usability.

To assess the benefits of our approach, a second study will evaluate whether our requirements-engineering process will be effective in leveraging scenario quality and capturing the critical-parameter specifications of a system. In addition, the survey will assess whether reliance on scenarios, task models, and critical parameters will benefit requirements quality, introduce effective
reuse at the requirements phase, and increase the design quality of the resulting artifact. Finally, the study must assess whether an integrative requirements-engineering process exhibits potential educational payoffs for an acceptable difficulty level. The participants in this experiment must present an intermediate experience level with respect to the concepts and domain investigated, as such designers present enough proficiency to evaluate knowledgeably the process in terms of usefulness while remaining candid enough to judge adequately the difficulty level. Participants from various design teams will be tested independently, with each surveyed user receiving a set of generic instructions about the procedure and format of the evaluation but no training or presentation about either the requirements tool or its supported process. We shall take all possible steps to create a realistic environment while maintaining the control necessary in an experiment.

7. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

By merging scenario-based design and task analysis, we anticipate that the implementation of our requirements analysis process will be effective in leveraging scenario quality and capturing the desirable critical-parameter levels of a system while the use of task models, scenarios, and critical parameters will benefit requirements quality, promote reuse at the requirements phase, and increase the design quality of the resulting design artifact at low expenditure.

Our future work will be dedicated to assessing and validating the benefits upon requirements work-products resulting from a reliance on our proposed infrastructure. We presented a two-phase testing approach that will assess both the feasibility and the utility of our approach. Furthermore, we also plan to integrate this method within a broader requirements analysis framework in order to assist designers in the formalization of every other facet of the requirements.

We recommend future research effort to deploy our integrative approach to other domains. In fact, we anticipate the extensions of such requirements process to other areas may yield the systematic identification of additional critical parameters, further validation and refinement of critical-parameter based task-modeling techniques, and increase both the quantity and reach of available claims that can be exchanged. Because claims can characterize attributes within the problem space as well as attributes within the design space, claims offer the inclination for bridging these two worlds. In the problem space, using our proposed approach, designers relate claims to their task models which become permanently associated to task models within the knowledge repository, making these problem claims readily available for reuse in other projects through task-model reuse. Once in the design space, designers will query the knowledge library in search of claims which adequately address the issues identified at the requirements phase. Extending the data-mining capability of the knowledge repository by preserving relationships between task models, problem claims and design claims may yield tremendous payoff for the design community.
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